Metadata
The key deliverable is not to pre-package reports for users,
but allow them to access thousands of well/production data fields
Users can be overwhelmed by data,
so second key is to calculate deviations
and present outliers to end users

Primary unique identifier of entity
Secondary unique identifier of entity
Base Units System used to store dimensions for entity
Legal or common given name of the field where the well is located
Distinct geographical area with similar geologic features for the well

Indicators of producing entity's status
production gathering point/facility for this and one or more other wells/entities
Indicator of whether the production entity resides in state waters, federal waters, bays, etc
Number of wells of various types within the producing entity
Dates for various events relating to the producing entity
Method used for enhanced recovery of petroleum substances
last purchaser/transporter of the production fluids derived from this producing entity
Various significant depths within the wells in producing entity
Rate of temperature change with depth in area of producing entity
Information about unconventional play

(DD-MM-DDD-MM) Latitude first and longitude second
Quadrant number identifying the UTM zone number
Letter, either N or S, indicating the block direction
Number identifying block increasing north or south of baseline
Letter, either E or W indicating block direction from the principle
Number identifying the whole or partial range

Location

Color logs may be able to be converted

Information about the landmark that the location is relative to
Depths in well of location
Value for the azimuth direction of polar offset
Distance from landmark expressed in rectangular offset

2. Identify a scale that is written in the same color font
3. Create an overlay and set the left (0) values and right (150)

Scraping Engine

Once we have an inventory of these ids, we can spider the site for all well data
4. Drop everything from the log expect the line that matches the color

Grab all scanned images
while scraping numbers
(+ URL for end user interface)

Operations
North Dakota

North Dakota appears to house logs in a “19” directory

Optical Character
Recognition

Navigator

Every row in the database needs a label identifier
Reduces the number of joins
Makes it easier to look across entire database

Reads any schema and automatically generates a database map
Uniqueid API

Texas and Louisiana only

Labelid
Field1
34

Field2

A nested folder is created for each well based on unique id

Updater

Each XML element is mapped to a database table

Label

NDIC number, so easy to generate URLs...
Taxonomies and attributes that are used to interpret
documents can also be used to evaluate resumes

There is a TON of information on the state sites
that cannot be found in IHSE (a structured data feed)
Small problem - “Wildcat” is a general term
So, we will need to generate our own URLs for known oil fields

General term?

Production/Abstract

IHSE and state web sites overlap
IHSE is more current, but very expensive
State sites can be used where IHSE subscription not purchased

Optional

Some of the logs (las) have no field descriptions

a

But we will still OCR and index all 2200+ Wildcat rows
And there are three files per row

Can focus searches on key competitors,
types of degree, colleges, anything in the resume

For example, C1, C2, etc are all chromatographs
Will create a separate lookup table to keep everythin in sync

9
h

9

OCR is a three step process

h

1. Separate all the pages (e.g. PDF) into individual files
2. Convert each page to raw text
3. Rebuild the individual pages into a multipage document

1

I immediately know this row is about casinghead gas

7/8th of this log appears
to be above the surface?

7

Non-API tagged data
will mostly be used for full
text (faceted) searches

One obstacle? Some documents are 100 pages long
User does a search, gets a snippet, but wants to read in more detail
How do we send the user to the right page (e.g. page 65) in the original document
and show the exact mention of the keyword?

Retrieve Well Records
and Production Data
for all 50 States

Case # 20853 is a 233(!) page document
And it looks like website is kept pretty current (e.g. 12/19/2013)

There is some very detailed information
contained inside some of these documents!

Other logs have “stacked” information contained in the same log
These can be other logs or survey information about the well

IHSE Data Feed

8

State Web Sites

INFORMATION PIPELINE

6

Internet
Data Mining

Updater

Remarks “field” is not connected to a master pressure table
User can slide a bar to select
amount of +/- deviation

Date range for injection
Length of time for injection
Starting date of injection
Ending date of injection
Number of wells injected
Reservoir pressure during injection

Amount of liquid injected
Amount of gas injected
Amount of water injected
Total prior cumulative injection amounts
Injection volumes for a single year
Injection volume for a single month

Identification of platform
Type of rig site to be used
Rig number being used by the drilling contractor
Height of foundation for derrick and engine
Type of drilling tools proposed to drill the well
Type of completion associated with the well
Surveys to determine the physical geometry of the wellbore

Process up to 3,000 API changes each day (2am)
plus add any new APIs and production data

So some fields are populated...

Examples of Farming Clues

... and some fields are IDs back to master tables

Hunting versus Farming

ccc - change ic on well under api control (add)
ccc - api number change made by regulatory agency
del - well is being readded with new or same api
ccc - change ic on well under ic control (add)
APIs are a primary key, so important to capture if possible
We look for “tells” like a colon or # sign or license near the API
And APIs have a very distinct look 2 digits, hyphen, 3 digits, etc.
APIs alone can also be parsed to glean more information...

We also read schema for type of fields
and adjust varchar length as needed

33-023-00859-0000

Production

Optional “kicks” from same well
Permit number for the well
County code (lookup 023 in county table)
State ID (e.g. 33 = North Dakota)

Entity with rights over mineral activity
Stratigraphic unit to which the well is contracted to be drilled

Injections

Target
Formation

Farming may find API mentioned in a paragraph of text
Here we would need corroberating keywords to assign the doc

Information about a cementing operation on the well
Type of cement (and additive) used during a cementing operation
Amount of cement used to secure the casing in place

Hydraulic fracturing fluid disclosure
Trade name of injection material
Supplier of injected material
Purpose of injection
Chemical abstract service number
Maximum ingredient concentration in additive
Maximum ingredient concentration in HF fluid
Total base water volume
Total base non-water volume

Entire chemical fracking database can be downloaded from internet
Although accuracy has recently been called into question

Surveys to determine the physical geometry of the wellbore
Hole made by the bit during the drilling operation

Surveying

Type of point
Depths of the point survey
Value for angle of deviation or inclination away from vertical axis of wellbore
Positional offset, North/South, from surface hole to directional survey point
Positional offset, East/West, from surface hole to directional survey point
Measure of how far borehole has moved from surface location to proposed target
Value for the dogleg severity, the rate of change of deviation angle
Change in Latitude and Longitude from previous point
Values for point projected
Values for point overlap data from other surveys
This point is the end point of a survey.

Information about a change in drilling rate during drilling operations
Information about problems encountered during the drilling operation
Information about a loss of circulation during drilling operations
Information about a plugback operation in the well
Information about hydrocarbon shows in the well
Details about a whipstock, used for sidetracking or directional drilling
Information about the test used to evaluate the well

Information about initial potential/production tests
Details about the perforation activity performed on a well
Stimulation treatment performed on the well
Bottom hole conditions during the test
Absolute open flow well pressure information
Analysis of water produced during the test
Analysis of oil produced during the test
Analysis of gas produced during the test
Information about the field location
Information about shutoff used in wellbore
Type of shutoff used in the wellbore
Remarks about initial potential/production tests

Information about drill stem tests
Material recovered from the pipe during the test
Type of shutoff used in the wellbore
Depths of the shutoff interval
Computed analysis from testing companies
Information about cushion used during drill stem test
Type of cushion used
Depth interval where the cushion was used

Lab which performed well computed analysis
Measured permeability of the formation
Undamaged permeability of reservoir / permeability
Extrapolated maximum reservoir pressure
Distance from the hole that was investigated
Measured depth of the pressure recording device

Code representing the type of material recovered
How the fluid was obtained (e.g., pipe chamber)
Amount of material recovered
Description of the fluid recovered
Indicates if reverse circulation was used
Show of petroleum in recovered fluid

Number of tests conducted on well
Final result of a well test (e.g. successful)
Type of stratigraphic unit test run on the well
Observation number used to uniquely identify a well completion
Type of aperture through which the fluid entered into the well tubing
Method used to produce form well
Method of production (e.g. swabbing, flowing)
Predominate type of fluid produced from the well during the test
Details about the oil that flowed during the test
Details about the condensate that flowed during the test
Details about the gas that flowed during the test
Details about the water that flowed during the test
Choke size during the test
Duration of time required to conduct the production test
Information about the stratigraphic unit present in the tested interval.
Depths of the production test
Gravities of fluids produced during the test
Ratios of fluids recovered during the test
Gas content, other than hydrocarbons, present during the test
Pressures measured during various periods of the test
Hydrocarbon show associated with the recovery fluid
Temperature recorded during a well test
Type of treatment job
Dates associated with the treatment operation
Various depths associated with the treatment operation
Fluid injected into the well in the treatment operation
Propant used in the hydraulic fracture treatment
Type of propping agent used in the treatment fluid
Sieve mesh size for the given propant agent
Amount of pressure required to break the stratigraphic unit
Instantaneous shutin pressure recorded after treatment fluid injected
Average pressure under which treatment fluid was injected
Rate of fluid injection into the treated interval
Type of additive used in the treatment fluid during the acidizing job
Stage of the fracturing treatment
Depths associated with the bottomhole pressure test
Depth the packer equipment was set to seal the casing or tubing
Depth at which the bottom hole pressure reading was taken
Bottom hole pressure during the test
Time duration required to conduct the bottom hole pressure test
Bottom hole temperature during the bottom hole pressure test
Description of tubing size used during bottom hole pressure test
Type of fluid being analyzed
Depths of the tested interval
Rock units in the tested interval
Total weight of dissolved salts in the water sample

Directional Survey

Testing

Amount of carbon dioxide in the gas produced during the test
Heat content of the gas produced during the test
Gravity of the gas produced during the test
Amount of helium in the gas produced during the test
Amount of nitrogen in the gas produced during the test
Amount of hydrogen sulfide in the gas produced during the test

Information about the well string
Information on tubing, casing or liners that are run into well

Measured depth to the top of the string
Measured depth to the bottom of the string
Reference from which depths are measured
Depth packer equipment was set to seal casing
Setting depth of a mud anchor in the wellbore
Depth to the top of the cement outside a string
Depth to the base of the cement outside a string
Depth of a seating nipple in a string

Type of liner
Description of the outside diameter of the tubular/pipe
Measurement of the diameter of the tubular hole
Depth of the string
Y(es), N(o), or U(ndefined) indicating mixed string casing
Material used for the well string
Highest pressure observed during the testing of a string
Indicates if a screen was installed in the string
Length of string removed from wellbore during pulling or plugging operation
Length of string left in wellbore during pulling or plugging operation

Information about the resistivity of the drilling media
Type of drilling media
Depths where the drilling media was used
Density of the drilling media before a drilling event
Viscosity of the drilling media before a drilling event
pH of the drilling media
Elapsed time since the circulation process stopped
Weight of the drilling media

Geology

Type of sample being measured
Surface measurement of the drilling fluid resistivity
Described temperature for measuring resistivity
Description of the core sample
Laboratory analysis of porosity, permeability, saturation, and density

Rock units in the wellbore
Information on the geology in the well
Information about a core sample taken in the well
Information on the geologist who performed the interpretation
Description of the lithology associated with the formation
Details about the percent volume of pore space in the reservoir rock
Information about the pay zone
Information about a faulted zone in the wellbore
Information about a shale zone in the well

Details about the percent volume of pore space in the reservoir rock
Primary stratigraphic unit associated with the porous interval
Value of the gross porosity for the porous interval
Number of coal seams associated with the horizon
Type of interval associated with the horizon
Quality of the porosity in the interval
Primary type of porosity that is present in the porous interval
Stratigraphic unit age associated with the porous interval

Production volumes for a producing entity
Total production up to the beginning of the year
Total hydrocarbon production figure expressed in oil equivalent
Total amount of oil and condensate produced
Cumulative production of oil
Cumulative production of condensate
Total gas and casinghead gas produced
Cumulative production of gas
Cumulative production of casinghead gas
Cumulative production of water
Cumulative production of carbon dioxide
Number of wells active for the year
Length of time during year over which production occurred
Production information for a single month
Production information for a single day

Production tests for a producing entity
Agency designated as the source of information for this record
Unique identification number for each test
Sequence number uniquely identifying a well within a producing entity
Date the production test was conducted
unique identifier assigned to the well on which the test was run
Number assigned by the operator to the well on which the test was run
type of test used to evaluate the well
method of production (e.g., swabbing, flowing, pumping, gas lift, etc.)
Volumes of fluids recovered during test
total amount of gas produced from the entity up to the time the test was run
Value for the gas oil ratio
Value for the condensate ratio
Value for the percentage of Basic Sediment and Water in the oil
Code describing the choke size
Gravities of fluids recovered during test
Engineering factors relating to the test
Fluid compressibility
Tubing pressure measured under flowing conditions
Shutin pressure measured during the test
Casing pressure measured under flowing conditions
Bottom hole flowing pressure
Bottom hole pressure measured over the compressibility (Z) factor
Remarks pertaining to production test

Intelligent Reader

ACALESTE
ADA
ADA FM
ADA FM.
ADA GP
ADA GROU
ADA GRP
ADA GRP.
ALLIVIUM
ALLLUVIU
ALLUIUM
ALLUIUVM
ALLUIVIU
ALLUIVUM
ALLULVIU
ALLUV PL
ALLUV QA
ALLUVBIU
ALLUVIAL
ALLUVIAM
ALLUVIIM
ALLUVIIU
ALLUVIM
ALLUVION
ALLUVIU
ALLUVIU,
ALLUVIUA
ALLUVIUL
ALLUVIUM
ALLUV-TE
ALLUVUIM
ALLUVUIU
ALLV/DNS
ALLVIUM
ALLVUIAL
ALLVUIUM
ALLVUM
ALUV SPA
ALUVIAL
ALUVIIUM
ALUVIM
ALUVIUIM
ALUVIUM
ALVUIUM
AM LIMES
AMERICUS
AMERLIME
ANTLER S
ANTLERS
ANTLERSD
ANTLR SD

Aggregated and computed data is
database and platform agnostic

State Scanned
Images

Connected on API (primary key)

Spider

API
Well Name
Well Number
Well Serial Number
County
State
Operator
Location ID
Field Name
etc...

Depth of the well during the bottom hole pressure measurement
Pressure at the bottom of the well
Bottomhole temperature during the bottomhole pressure measurement
Formations in the perforated interval
Depths of the perforated interval
Lengths of the perforated interval
Type of opening in the tubing for fluid to enter the tubing
Total number of perforations or holes pierced through the casing or liner
Number of perforations used in combination with perforations per unit

ACADIA
ACADIA
ALLEN
ASCENSION
ASSUMPTION
AVOYELLES
BEAUREGARD
BIENVILLE
BOSSIER
CADDO
CALCASIEU
CALDWELL
CAMERON
CATAHOULA
CLAIBORNE
CONCORDIA
DE SOTO
EAST BATON ROUGE
EAST FELICIANA
EVANGELINE
FRANKLIN
GRANT
Discovery/Organizing Taxonomies
IBERIA
can be generated with large training sets
IBERVILLE
JACKSON
JEFFERSON
JEFFERSON DAVIS
LAFAYETTE
LAFOURCHE
LASALLE
LINCOLN
LIVINGSTON
MADISON
MOREHOUSE
NATCHITOCHES
OUACHITA
PLAQUEMINES
POINTE COUPEE
RAPIDES
RED RIVER
RICHLAND
SABINE
SAINT BERNARD
SAINT CHARLES
SAINT HELENA
SAINT JAMES
SAINT JOHN THE BAPTIST
SAINT LANDRY
SAINT MARTIN
SAINT MARY
TANGIPAHOA

Igneous Rock
Metamorphic Rock
Sedimentary Rock
Superficial Deposits

Taxonomy
Builder

etc...

Level 2
Volcaniclastic
Tuffites
Pyroclastic
Crystalline Rocks
Carbonatites
Melilitic
Kalsilitic
Kimberlites
Lamproites
Leucitic
Lamprophyres

I am not interested in “seeking out”
basalt via navigation...
...but I might be interested if basalt
is material to the wells I am analyzing

17-007-20526-00-00
Geophone
G-02
245929
Assumption Parish
Louisiana
Texas Brine
040-12S-13E
Napoleonville
Documents are “temporarily” analyzed
etc...

Search the entire internet
for relevant oil & gas well documents

alkali-feldspar-granite
alkali-feldspar-rhyolite
alkali-feldspar-syenite
alkali-feldspar-trachyte
andesite
andesitic
anorthosite
anorthositic
basalt
basaltic
basaltic-andesite
basaltic-trachyandesite
basanite
basanitic-foidite
benmoreite
boninite
clinopyroxene-norite
clinopyroxenite
dacite
dacitic
diorite
dioritic
dunite
felsite
foid-bearing-alkali-feldspar-syenite
foid-bearingalkali-feldspar-trachyte
foid-bearing-anorthosite
foid-bearing-diorite
foid-bearing-gabbro
foid-bearing-latite
foid-bearing-monzodiorite
foid-bearing-monzogabbro
foid-bearing-monzonite
foid-bearing-syenite
foid-bearing-trachyte
foid-diorite
foid-dioritic and foid-gabbro
foid-gabbro

Search: well name and operator

If we get logs in “raw” form (LAS),
we can isolate the logs a user
might be interested in viewing

May still be able to tag to general well information

More than one Geophone?
Only one Geophone?

Tag to well
Do not tag

18
Geophone
0
G-02
0
245929
Assumption Parish 0
1
Louisiana

Trusted sites (e.g. SPE Papers) can also be scrapped

Pressure
Well
Gas
Wellhead
Borehole
Flow
Temperature
Volume
Geophysical
Depth
Field
API
Parish
Bottom Hole
Vertical
Reservoir
Oil
Lease
Plug
Abandon
Tubing
Packing
Permit
Sand
Injection

78
46
39
22
18
16
16
12
10
7
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Temperature
Reservoir
Pressure
Well
Gas
Volume
Vertical
Wellhead
Borehole
Flow
Geophysical
Depth
Field
API
Parish
Bottom Hole
Oil
Lease
Plug
Abandon
Tubing
Packing
Permit
Sand
Injection

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

olivineorthopyroxenegabbro
olivine-orthopyroxenite
olivinepyroxenehornblendite
olivine-pyroxenite
olivine-websterite
orthopyroxene-gabbro
orthopyroxenite
peridotite
phonolite
phonolitic
phonolitic-basanite
phonolitic-foidite
phonolitic-tephrite
phono-tephrite
picrite
picritic
picrobasalt
potassic-trachybasalt
pyroxenehornblendeclinopyroxene
pyroxene-hornblendegabbro
pyroxenehornblendegabbronorite
pyroxene-hornblende-norite
hornblendeorthopyroxenegabbro
pyroxenehornblendeperidotite
pyroxenehornblendite
pyroxene-peridotite
pyroxenite
quartz-alkali-feldspar-syenite
quartz-alkali-feldspartrachyte
quartz-anorthosite
quartz-diorite

Map

Raw Documents

As I change the overlay, note that the discovery
taxonomy automatically updates

Taxonomy
Builder

Without looking at a single
raw document, I can get a
sense that basalt is not only
in the area, but where it
is concentrated

Discovered Attributes

Arctic
Ocean

User may only want
“crystalline” as the attribute
which would roll up basalt
and every other similar rock
into a single attribute on map

If I want to dive deeper,
I click on the snippets tab
Teshekpuk
Lake

Basalt (12)

If I am interested in one specific
snippet, I am one click away
to access original document

Or user may want to know
how many times the keyword
“basalt” appeared
Attributes are listed
by how prevelant they
are in the chosen wells

Crystalline Rocks (97)
Basalt (33)

North Slope and Basalt are in different taxonomies

We may only show the major node (crystalline)?
Or we may show attributes if over certain frequency?

I would not navigate to something as specific as basalt,
but it can be interesting to discover what I am viewing
has a high number of mentions of basalt

Basalt (7)

I may navigate to North Slope to get some information,
but when I am drawing on a map, I already know where I am

I can expand to entire fields
This adds in more APIs
and raw documents that may
not be associated with a specific API

Logs

Expand to include fields

Well DeviaƟons

ProducƟon Graphs

Map

Raw Documents

Snippets

Logs

Well DeviaƟons

ProducƟon Graphs

Anadarko Basin
Appalachian Basin
Arkoma Basin
Central Alaska
Central Coastal Basin
Cherokee Basin
Cook Inlet
Denver Basin
East Texas Basin
Ft. Worth Basin
Greater Green River Basin
Gulf Coast Offshore Basin
Los Angeles Basin
Louisiana Mississippia Salt Basins
Michigan Basin
North Slope
Paradox Basin
Permian Basin
Powder River Basin
Raton Basin
San Joaquin Basin
San Juan Basin
Southern Oklahoma
Uinta Piceance Basin
Ventura Basin
Western Gulf Basin
Williston Basin
Wind River Basin
WY Thrust Belt

Can hover over any log label (alt text)
and get metadata about that log

Some of these may match
to an operator taxonomy,
but not a specific well

Andrews
Borden
Cochran
Coke
Crane
Crosby
Dawson
Dickens
Ector
Gaines

Producing entity key, but
lists all APIs in entity

Level 4 (Lease)

Level 2 (Counties)
Garza
Glasscock
Hale
Hockley
Howard
Irion
Jeff Davis
Kent
Kimble
Lamb

Loving
Lubbock
Lynn
Martin
Midland
Mitchell
Nolan
Pecos
Reagan
Reeves

Conrad "C"
Conrad "C1"
Conrad, L. B. Et Al
Davis, J. G.
Davis-Atkins
Louis "A"
Murphy Unit
Murphy, W. Ed
Murphy, W. Ed "A"
Murphy, W. Ed "Ra"

Scurry
Sterling
Terry
Tom Green
Upton
Ward
Winkler
Yoakum

Murphy, W. Ed.
South Lake Thomas 43
Sterling
Von Roeder West Unit
Von Roeder, North Unit

IHSE Wellbore
Either keep in sync or just overwrite data on periodic basis

Right clicking on any API, anywhere, any screen
reveals a context sensitive menu of reports

Top of the Logs

Cement Bond Log (23)
Drill Time Mud Logs (12)
Laterolog Gamma Ray (8)
Gamma Ray Neutron (8)
Caliper (8)
Compensated Neutron Density (6)
Casing Inspection Log (4)
Acoustic Log (4)

When a shape is drawn on the map
an arrow is added (default is
left to right)
Clicking on the other tabs takes
APIs inside the shape and presents
information about each API

Cement Bond Log (23)
Drill Time Mud Logs (12)
Laterolog Gamma Ray (8)
Gamma Ray Neutron (8)
Caliper (8)
Compensated Neutron Density (6)
Casing Inspection Log (4)
Acoustic Log (4)

Gopher Creek
Gray Gulch
Half Breed
Hannahill
Hobo
Hood
Jo-Mill
Lamb
Luck-Pot
Lucy
Mesquite Creek
Miller

Myrtle
Oceanic
Pavo Mesa
Peg's Draw
Peg's Hill
Persistent
Widow
Rafter Cross, S.
Reinecke
Reo
Rock Canyon
Romac

Document Search
Image Search
Document Search

Seven J
Spraberry
Thirty-Thirty
U-Lazy -SVealmoor
Von Roeder
Wildcat
Wolf

Treatment Summary

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Main Area

Facets

Facet/Fields

Field

Basin
Drill Site
Field
Geology
Injections
Location
Logs
Operations
Ownership
Plays
Production
Surveys
Testing
Welllbore

Production Header
Production Statistics

Testing Data

Liquid (BBLS)
Gas (MCF)
Water (BBLS)
Oil Tests
Gast Tests

Important! This will find all documents tagged to an API
Search for docs can be done from any API mention in system

Add Field to Report

Scout Ticket

Map

Snippets

Logs

Well DeviaƟons

Prepackaged IHSE report formats
do not include all fields (e.g. geolocation map of well)

All DeviaƟons

A master report will provide everything in the database for that API

Then the user can navigate to certain depths (e.g. 3,800 feet)

Anywhere in any user interface
there is an API displayed,
user can get to full report

System reads each logs depth scale and positions each TIF
at the 7,000 foot mark for easy analysis across logs
2013 YTD Production

+ 3 Deviations

Total Measured Depth
Total Depth

Another option it to include a slider
on the right side of the logs viewer

If I choose basin, do I want to further
break it down? Or just add all basins to report

All Basins
States
Regions
Gas
Oil
Offshore

I can drill down on field attributes
Field Name
Field Start Date
Field Injection Liquid

Gravity Value
Gravity UOM
Aggregated

I may want to add basin directly to report
and then filter later on a specific basin?

These are the prepackaged reports/exports
I want cement... which report?

Geology, production, testing, survey subcategories
Anything area with numbers can be filtered on

A power user can bypass navigation
and do a search on all available fields

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Main Area

Facets

Facet/Fields

Field

Gravity
Liquid
Permeability
Porosity
Pressure
Pressure Gradient
Reflectance
Resistivity
Salinity
Viscosity

Depth of the curve data at top of logging pass
Depth of the curve data at base of logging pass
Maximum depth reached by survey or test tool during log run
Maximum depth of borehole recorded by driller during log run
Minimum depth of curve data recorded during logging pass
Maximum depth of curve data recorded during logging pass

3,800 feet

(Only) found logs are listed
by how many of each log
was located for drawn shape

90%+ of results will be pollution
and not indexed
Would not want a user to get a snippet that does not reference the main article

Certain URLs will need to be excluded (subscription web sites)
Some articles look great, but end up as nothing

ProducƟon Graphs

Raw Documents

Map

Liquid

0

Type of drilling bit
Width of drilling bit
Depths bit was used
Amount of force applied to bit
Avg. speed of bit rotation
Length of time bit was used

Well DeviaƟons

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

120,000

But without the “tree” navigation
a long list of shutin fields
may be confusing, even with alt text balloons

Once we choose geology as a main area,
column two appears with more choices

Some of these exact choices may also
appear in “testing” since numbers came from tests

This is a real (huge!) issue for client companies
You buy SAP... you are buying the SAP way of doing business
You buy PeopleSoft... you are buying the PS way of doing HR

Final Shutin Pressure
Initial Shutin Pressure
Drillstem Shutin
Casing Shutin Pressure
Flowing Tube Shutin
Treatment Shutin Pressure

Users can even suggest
new navigation schemes

You buy IHSE and you get IHSE “prepared” views of the data
But what if a user wants to create their own “optics” into the data
Then you can’t prepackage anything
Have to leave the data raw
and 100% accessible to every user
Navigation is a “one to many” capability
One user may come in on bottom holes, another on pressures
Have to account for every user approach (+ simple search box)

Acoustic Caliper
Acoustic Frac Log
Acoustic Image
Advanced Formation Evaluation
Annular Pressure While Drilling
Array Acoustilog
Array Induction Gamma
Azimuthal Laterolog
Azimuthal Resistivity Imager
Borehole Compensated Acoustic
Borehole Compensated Sonic
Borehole Compensated Waveform
Bridge Plug Record
Caliper
Carbon Oxygen
Cased Hole Desity
Cased Hole Resistivity
Casing Collar and Perforation
Casing Collar Locator
Casing Inspection Log
Cement Bond Log
Cement Bond Ultrasonic
Cement Evaluation Log
Cement Evaluation Quicklook...

Ownership, location, operations may all contain the same field(s)
But we don’t care... however the user feels comfortable getting there

+ 2 Deviations

2012 Production
Water Cut Percent
Water Flow Test

Casing Depth

Globally, we can suppress certain fields
if they are not helpful in a deviation analysis

- 2 Deviations

Total Measured Depth
Total Depth

Gravity of Oil

Deviations could be calculated on fly within smaller set (e.g. 8 wells)
But looking for deviations in such a small set not advantageous
Casing H

June 2013 Production

Every raw document is indexed and used to generate
taxonomy discoveries are available for further clarification(s)

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Main Area

Facets

Facet/Fields

Field

Gravity
Liquid
Permeability
Porosity
Pressure
Pressure Gradient
Reflectance
Resistivity
Salinity
Viscosity

Absolute Open Flow
Bottom Hole
Drill Stem Period Pressures
Flowing
Injections
Potential/Productions Tests
Shutin pressures measured during the test
Pressure
Shutin
Treatments

Basin
Drill Site
Field
Geology
Injections
Location
Logs
Operations
Ownership
Plays
Production
Surveys
Testing
Welllbore

All the deviations need to be precalculated behind the scenes

- 3 Deviations

search

Liner Top

Tubing Size

But comparing any well against the rest of the field, play, basin, etc
Can show where a well is “operating” out of the normal range

Snippets

Logs

Well DeviaƟons

ProducƟon Graphs

BOTTOM_HOLE

PRESSURE

HEADER_WELL

HEADER

PRESSURES

INJECTION

ABSTRACT

PRESSURE

INJECTION

YEAR

MONTH

Alt-Text

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

ABSOLUTE_OPEN_FLOW FOUR_POINT

PRESSURES

BOTTOM_HOLE

For many facets/fields, a user will be able to
hover and get some more information before clicking

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

HEADER

PRESSURES

SHUTIN

CASING

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

HEADER

PRESSURES

FLOWING

CASING

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

BOTTOM_HOLE

PRESSURES

DATUM

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

ABSOLUTE_OPEN_FLOW FOUR_POINT

PRESSURES

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

BOTTOM_HOLE

FLOWING

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

ABSOLUTE_OPEN_FLOW HEADER

PRESSURES
RESERVOIR

Can even search
on alt-text labels

Initial/Potential Tests
is the main way to navigate IHSE
But we could reorganize around pressure
Or around bottom holes
Or around casings
100+ ways to get to the same information

Bottom hole may not be a (top) navigation concept in IHSE
But we can allow a user to investigate all fields dealing with bottom holes

Raw Documents

50 Word Snippets
This list can be extended to
include any data that can be graphed
(numbers over time periods)

Can contain false-positives - Challenge to remove, but easy for user to spot and discount

Discovered Attributes

API: 123-987-0045
...ALTERED ZONE ® CHERT - ARGILL ANDESITE CHERT -GLASSY ANHYDRITE CHERT-PORCEL BASALT CHERT -TIGER STRIPE
B BIOTITIZATION CHERT - UNDIFF BRECCIA CLAY CALCARENITE CLAY-MUDSTONE CALCAREOUS TUFF CLYST-TUFFACEOUS
CALCILUTITE CHLORITIZATION CARBONATES COAL 0°CA`RB ONACEOUS MAT GLOMERATE 0 CARBONACEOUS SH CONGL.
SAND CEMENT CONTAM...

This may not be zero,
but unreported instead?

Crystalline Rocks (97)
Basalt (33)

API: 123-400-7987
...green to gray with streaks coarser greywacke, chertq?ue(stioned by sampler) and possibly basalt?V ery pytitic, quatz
filling fractures or veinlets. Looks like the greywacke formation of western Alaska. Pebbles of igneous rock, basalt, chert,
weathered granite with soft pink and white secondary minerals and clay. Mostly pink soft mineral in veins and fractures...
API: 123-400-7987
...gy, rd, gy-grn mott., sdy. Agglm., A/A. Bentonite, wt to tan, soft, silty. Bentonite, A/A. Bentonite, A/A. SS, v. fine grained,
m. gy, tuffac., tight. Clay, bentonitic, silty, tan. Agglm, v. sdy, tuffac., m. gy, lithic and xtal frags. Agglm, tuffac-bent., m. Lt.
gy, w/gm. volc. glass frags. Basalt, doleritic. Basalt A/A...
Single click goes straight to raw document

Expand to include fields

User can expand the snippet
length using the slider

150 Word Snippets

API: 123-456-7890
...Sorting = .8 Phi Porosity = 8.5 Permeability (md) _ .055 Total Counts = 300 Lithology: Silty sandy shale with a large
(65.mm+)p ebble of fractured very finely crystalline basalt or t uff. Special Comment: Size and sorting values are visually
estimated and apply to the coarse

X Axis

API Number

Y Axis

Drill Stem Period Pressures/
Hydrostatic Final

Graph this column

Basin Regions

Y Axis

Water Resistivity

Salinity

There is probably a way around
this issue using rarity calculations

Will try to optimize

API 1

Note that snippets are OCR versions
of very poorly scanned documents

API: 123-400-7987
...a, mostly greywacke, very pyritic, siliceous. Siltstone, greenish gray, shg?v,e ry siliceous, with streaks?P yritic greywacke.
Siliceous Argillite: dark grey green with streaks medium green greywacke very pyritic and siliceous to cherty, fractures
filled with dolomite, calcite, pyrite very hard, dense. Siliceous Argillite: dark green to gray with streaks coarser greywacke,
chertq?ue(stioned by sampler) and possibly basalt?V ery pytitic, quatz filling fractures or veinlets. Looks like the greywacke formation of western Alaska. Pebbles of igneous rock, basalt, chert, weathered granite with soft pink and white
secondary minerals and clay. Mostly pink soft mineral in veins and fractures. Conglomerate: dark green with igneous
rock, quartz and chert. Graywacke, basalt fragments in matrix of chloritic sl?G raywackey, weathered feldspar, and clays.
Pyritic secondary minerals, very hard quartzitic...
Or we exclude (individual) unreadable words?

But the snippet quality should be
good enough to extract knowledge

API 2

API 3

API 4

API 5

API 6

Delete the field after accidently adding (or changing mind)
Move field up or down in the report

Individual basins will not be visible - only regional
areas (multiple basins grouped together)
Save Report
Tom’s Northeast Low Hydrostatic

Save Report

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Main Area

Facets

Facet/Fields

Export to Excel

Save Report

A user can build any report and
then export it for further analysis

Will only add rows to report that have less
than 1500 psi hydrostatic pressure (the filter)

I want to add a filter to the field
Field is visible in the report

Tom can subscribe to future
updates to report

Quick glance gives user idea of what to look for
Hydrostatic is filtered, so as expected there
will be more shading than other columns
Deviations would not appear if
less than ~50 wells in a report
Not enough data to provide meaningful analysis

All Tom’s report are monitored 24/7 for additions and changes
Tom sets the frequency of how often he would like to get an email alert

Alert System

Starts With
Contains
Excludes
Equals
<=
>=

<=

Shutin Final
Flowing Final
Hydrostatic Final
Reservoir

Actual fields are in italic
As soon as one appears,
users will see an “add field” option

We can get to the same field multiple ways...

All fields in system link on primary key - API Number

1500
... or we could add a default label once the field is added?

measured in psi
More than one filter can be added to a report

Shutin Final (psi)
Flowing Final (psi)
Hydrostatic Final (psi)
Reservoir (psi)

We may need to add label
so users will know how to
properly filter each field?

Add Field to Report

Could we have an add button in column 3? Absolutely!
A column can have both facets (navigation) and fields (italics)

API Number

A user can save a report for later reference
Some saved reports can be opened up to others (by an admin)

Absolute Open Flow
Bottom Hole
Drill Stem Period Pressures
Flowing
Injections
Potential/Productions Tests
Pressure
Shutin
Treatments

Add Field to Report

Added Columns

Manually load into modeling program

Basin
Bottom Hole
Drill Site
Field
Geology
Injections
Location
Logs
Operations
Ownership
Plays
Production
Surveys
Testing
Welllbore

Gravity
Liquid
Permeability
Porosity
Pressure
Pressure Gradient
Reflectance
Resistivity
Salinity
Viscosity

Drill Stem Period Pressures / Hydrostatic Final
Each cell of the table can be color-coded
to show 1 to 2 deviations from norm

Step 4

Graph this column

No problem!
It can be added

API: 123-456-7890
...pebbly (chert & Quartz)G. ood porosity, no stain ???? 10530 Ft Sandstone conglomerate mainly white quartz with chert,
sil. Argillite. Igneous rock, granite?q (uestioned by sampler) a-a occasional. Pellet of scoria basalt Phos. Light green
calcite. 10560 Ft Mostly pebble quartz quartz, conglomerate with igneous...

Same scale is used for all
production graphs (on screen)

This is the way IHSE organizes “pressure” data
- but not necessarily the best/only way to navigate
ENGINEERING

Search: well name and field name
Logs

Remember... field name(s) is a data point
You can filter to a specific name once you add the field

Certain fields are precalculated adding up monthly data

There are many logs,
so we want to focus
only only those where
we have matches

Snippets

We may have only “gravity” in the third column
and further break it down to UOM and Value in column 4

All States
Counties
Fields

Step 1

Basin
Drill Site
Field
Geology
Injections
Location
Logs
Operations
Ownership
Plays
Production
Surveys
Testing
Welllbore

Raw Documents

DeviaƟons within Pool

Why are basins and fields both listed as main categories?
A user may want to further refine by basin or field metadata?

search

Master Report

3,800 feet

The line/arrow can be rotated in
any direction within the shape

Liquid, Gas or Water (maybe even mud?)

Monthly Injections
Annual Injections

Step 1

ProducƟon Report

We would default to top of log, so user could get
an idea of what line represents what log

The order the logs/production data
is presented matches the direction
of the arrow overlaid on shape

Last 24 Months
Last 10 Years

Geomapping
Logs

Some users may be interested in cement
Others in mud
Others in injections
All fields are available to all users!

The key is there are multiple ways to navigate to the same data - follow the users’ expectations

Full Well Report

Level 3 (Field)
Double -SDunigan
East Tank
Eicke Ranch
Fluvanna
Fluvanna, Sw.
Fumar
Gail, North
Galey
Garner
Gavett
Good

Some rollups can be calculated during report generation
But will significantly slow down the report reponsiveness

Company Data

Wellbore
Production

Ackerly
Apclark
Black Velvet
Blackard
Borden
Bull Creek
Cain
Clara Good
Clayton Ranch
Clinta
Daw-Den
Double -J-

IHSE provides monthly production numbers
But roll ups by year would need to be
calculated within the database itself

IHSE Production

Internal company databases and shared drives can be mined for content
It’s important to connect internal document to an API #, if possible

Raw Documents

Clicking on any log will open the
original LAS file or the image log
that was be interpreted by system

We still grab them

Other Data Feeds

Compare well to pool, basin, play, field
Just have to be predefined (precalculated!)

Map

State sites will be evaluated to see if we already have
the data from the scrapping engine

Well DeviaƟons

Basalt (33)

Mapping
Service

Snippets

Important to remove all the extraneous content from web-based articles (can throw off reader)

Info about fishing operation to retrieve item from wellbore

Logs

Oil Fields

May be 100+ terms

Search: well name and location ID

Snippets

Logs can be in black and white and almost unreadable
We can load full logs (TIFs) side by side for user analysis

Information about drill bit used during drilling operation
Stratigraphic unit at the total depth
Direction of the borehole

Map

Whichever way the arrow is oriented in
the map is how the logs will be displayed

Oil & Gas Trade Publications
Some survey information can be
pulled directly from state sites

foidite
foiditic
foid-monzodiorite
foid-monzogabbro
foid-monzosyenite
foidolite
foidolitic
foid-syenite
foid-syenitic
gabbro
gabbroic
gabbronorite
granite
granitic
granodiorite
harzburgite
hawaiite
hornblende-gabbro
hornblende-peridotite
hornblende-pyroxenite
hornblendite
komatiite
latite
lherzolite
mafite
meimechite
monzodiorite
monzogabbro
monzonite
mugearite
norite
olivineclinopyroxene-norite
olivine-clinopyroxenite
olivine-gabbro
olivine-gabbronorite
olivine-hornblende-pyroxenite
olivine-hornblendite
olivine-norite

Example of Organizing Taxonomy

Level 1 (Basin)

Attributes

This result is not about a well!

Logging
Information about a geophysical log run
Dates associated with the wireline log
Name of the company providing the well log
Name of the most significant recorded service
Depths from surface datum to points in logging run
Surface temperature during the logging run
Bottom hole temperature during the logging run
Max temperature recorded in borehole during logging run

ALEXANDER
ALEXANDRIA
ALGER
ALKABO
ALKALI CREEK
AMBROSE
AMIDON
AMOR
ANDERSON COULEE
ANTELOPE
ANTELOPE CREEK
ANTLER
ARNEGARD
ASH
ASH COULEE
ASSINIBOINE
AURELIA
AUSTIN
AVOCA
BADEN
BAILEY
BAKER
BANKS
BANNER
BAR BUTTE
BARTA
BASKIN
BATTLEVIEW
BAUKOL NOONAN
BAUMANN DRAIN
BEACH
BEAR BUTTE
BEAR CREEK
BEAR DEN
BEARS TAIL
BEAVER CREEK
BEAVER CREEK BAY
BEAVER LODGE
BEICEGEL CREEK
BELFIELD
BELL
BENNETT CREEK
BERG
BERTHOLD
BICENTENNIAL
BIG BEND
BIG BUTTE
BIG DIPPER
BIG GULCH
BIG MEADOW
BIG STICK

for relevance to oil and gas
before alllowed into the final index

This result is about a well!

Information about geophysical logging in the well
Information about the pressure at the bottom of the well
Details about the completions performed on a well
Details about the perforation activity performed on a well

101 ENERGY
1ST ENERGY OF MISS
2-M DRILLING CO
3 & 1 TRUSTS
3 STATES NATURAL GAS
3TEC ENERGY CORP
3-U DRILLING
A & P DRILLING
A & P MARINE
A A CAMERON
A A PRODUCTION
A B A ENERGY
A B B DRILLING
A B O PETROLEUM
A E D INC
A J FERGUSON
A J HODGES
A L SCHLAIKJER INC
A N G RESOURCES
A N MCCARTER
A N R PRODUCTION CO
A N STALL & V P SMITH
A O BULLOCK DRILLING
A T GREEN
A T STAUTBERG
A W EGGLESTON DRLG
A W THOMPSON DRLG
ABBEVILLE OPERATING
ABERCROMBIE AL INC
ABERCROMBIE DRILLING
ABERCROMBIE JS MINERALS
ABRAHAM RESOURCES
ABRAXAS EXPLORATION
ABRAXAS PETRLM CORP
ABRAXAS PETROLEUM CORP
AC GLASSELL, JR
ACADIA ENERGY
ACC-HE
ACCO OIL & GAS
ACCO-TERRA
ACE BLACK
ACEITE ENERGY
ACKERMAN EXPLORATION
ACKMAN & SCHULEN
ACKMAN EJ
ACKMAN-SKYLINE
ACLOBE
ACOCK ENGINEERING
ACOCK OPERATING
ACROLL & F MILLER
ACROLL OIL & GAS

This is very processor intensive
but only requires a temporary infrastructure

Each article is tagged with a node(+) of the taxonomy

Level 1

Parish

frequently mentioned

Is this result about
a specific well?

Code type that identifies the shale resistivity or depth being measured
Depth of the shale event that was measured
Resistivity measured in the shale

Field Name

IHSE data generates seed terms
that are then used to go farm
for more information (via search)

Search: well name only

Code identifying the type of fault
Depths of the faulted zone
Formations in the faulted zone
ID number of the well used to correlate the fault
Initials of the geologist picking the fault from the electrical log

Y(es) or N(o) indicating the well is a discovery well
Name of the field where the well is located
Number identifying producing interval in well in chronological order
Organizations that operated the well
Measured depth from the surface to the top of the pay zone
Name assigned to the lease by the regulatory agency

ABERDEEN
ABO
ABO/SH
ADMIRE
AFTONIAN
AKAH
AKAH SALT
ALCOVA LMST.
ALIDA
ALLEN HOLLOW
ALLEN RIDGE
ALMA
ALMOND
ALMOND Q SAND
AMSDEN
ANAHUAC
ANDERSON
ANHYDRITE 1
ANKAREH
ANTELOPE
ARBUCKLE
ARBUCKLE SS
ARMSTRONG/SD
ARTMAN/ARTMAN
ASHERN
ASPEN
ATOKA
ATOKA B
ATOKA C
ATOKA D
ATOKA E
ATOKA F
ATOKA LOWER
ATOKA ''M''
ATOKA MIDDLE
ATOKA SD
ATOKA SHALE
AUSTIN
AUSTIN CHALK
AUSTIN CHALK LOWER
AUSTIN CYCLE
B WOODFORD
BACON RIDGE
BAKKEN
BAKKEN LOWER
BAKKEN MIDDLE
BAKKEN SH
BALLTOWN D/SD
BARKER CK
BARNES
BARNET

Operators

Pull textual “clues” from structured data
All clues tied back to API or field

Amount of oil that was recovered during the test
Amount of condensate that was recovered during the test
Amount of gas that was recovered during the test
Amount of casinghead gas that was recovered during the test
Amount of water that was recovered during the test
Percentage volume of water in liquid that was recovered during test
Calculated wellhead open flow during the test.

Measured depth from the surface to the top of the porous interval
Measured depth from the surface to the base of the porous interval
Value for the measured vertical thickness from the top to bottom of permeable zone
Code describing the quality of the sand thickness

Pit
Formation

Example of Discovery Taxonomy

no log data

Shutin and Flowing and Hydrostatic are all test fields
But all three are “pressures,” so housed in another table

del - no such well exists
del - well is duplicated under another api number
ccc - well was entered under incorrect api number
ccc - control code change should not go to whcs
del - no such well exists

no log data

Overall Field Analysis

Number uniquely identifying a well within a producing entity
Number assigned to each well within the entity/lease by the operator
Name given well

API can be used to feed
internal client modeling software

State Scout Tickets

Many elements are housed in master tables

no log data

API is added to every table row

System analyzes all
numerical data points

Type of directional survey report that was used for selected depth interval
Dates the survey was performed
Depths of the survey
Valid north references used in surveying to define angular measurements
Type of map projection used for the borehole location data
Indicates the state plane coordinate system zone or UTM zone
Value in degrees of the declination angle at the survey location
Value in degrees of proposed horizontal angle or azimuth of total vertical section
Location of initial point of survey
Information about uncertainty in each point measurement
Processing comments from bore path calculation

4

2

5

Connect on lease
Connect on field name
Connect on well name
Connect on operator
Connect on geophysical

Importer

User does not need to select
data points for analysis
Automatically generates a
report on what’s 2-3 deviations
outside targeted location

0

API can feed internal
client enterprise platforms

Less than 10% of internet
documents will connect on API#

And what if the keyword is mentioned multiple times in a single document?

Mapper

Resumes

Data Store

1

Table

34 Casinghead Gas Produced

Modeler

Optimum number of completion stages?
Optimal lateral length in Bakken and Three Forks?

a

But states have one advantage -- a very extensive scanned image library!

Wellbore
Production Allocated
Production Unalllocated
(Current) Activity

Organizations that operated the well
Information pertaining to abandonment of the well

49,000 “images” in one
Texas district alone!

Resumes can be a great source of competitive intelligence

Digital Mud Log

Further normalization would be needed to link states

7
Alaska

Labelid

Importer

https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/feeservices/corePhotoViewer.asp?fileNumber=19472

(e.g. OrderIndex.asp?SELECTFIELD=MANNING)

Even more important, we start with the navigation table
Looking for everything associated with the casinghead
Only have to look in one table, then go find the data

Can analyzes LinkedIn profiles
Internet uploaded resumes
and job boards (e.g. Careerbuilder)

Key is to allow only one value per vertical unit

Some scanned images are unreadable

Field3

IHSE CriteriaXML API

CSV already are normalized (via state layout)
Labels in web page are used for field names
Types of fields are automatically calculated

We can capture these URLs and make
them available whenever the API is
part of a view or report

Having the IHSE data in a local database not enough
Mud may be a “drilling media”
We may need to map actual field data to navigation fields.... give me all “mud”
Table fields may link to master table
Master tables link to other master tables

This is another challenge because the arrow
touches the actual log line and may be picked up

Mapper

We may be able to rebuild these URLs?
Look for a DTSM3.tif for every well in ND

Some links cannot be run through OCR,
but are still very valuable to end users
When IHSE updates the overall database model (schema),
database is dropped, remapped and reimported with new information
This prevents end users from using sunsetted database systems
With the flip of a switch 1.6 or 2.0 can be swapped out for 1.5 version

Calculate distance
from proposed site

CSVs run through the
same process as IHSE data

1

Hearings and Orders

Another issue...
Many of the rows have -999 values
Real data only starts at bottom of this log

Modeler

One option is to read it as free text and grab anything
Another option to to try and parse the logs
But logs take many forms and are done by different vendors

2

Do logs use a standard format?

Some logs have only one line
but include “hints” on what the line represents

Other URLs (www...) may be programmed if we have a complete inventory of options
https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/feeservices/dlogs/19/19472/19472-AIG-CND-BCS-CAL1-2.las
https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/feeservices/dlogs/19/19472/19472-DTSM3.tif

9

Location of a cartographic object (Carter Grid Survey System)
Location in reference to the Congressional Land Survey System
Location information for the Northeast region of U.S.
Describes the location of a well within the state of Ohio
Describes the location of the well within the state of Texas

2+ postitive
deviations

Many files are very large TIFFs
but we may be able to scrape/OCR valuable
content from the top of the file (e.g. log)

Even in color, some lines will overlap too much to be interpreted

But where there is more than one piece
of data, in a single scout ticket (web page),
we add another CSV file to capture it

https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/feeservices/getscoutticket.asp
Some state pages have dynamic (programmed) URLs

5
License number for the permit to drill
Company receiving the permit
Person who signs permit application
Email address for the business associate
Number of days left until the Permit expires

The entire scout ticket is dropped
into a single row of a CSV file

There are multiple places where we can obtain
the same data, so have to de-dupe as we index

Drilling Permit

Prior information about the well
Prior well number information
Prior lease information
Prior operator information

Log Interpreter

Texas Data Sets (FTP)
Texas Railroad Commission

City entity is located in
Postal code for location
County or parish
FSS Zone or Texas District
State or province
Country or territory
Large scale geographic region

This is a tough log!
The fields are stacked

The Scout Ticket system allows searches on API,
but not all ND web pages will... best to use the
particular state’s primary key (e.g. NDIC#)

Each state uses a consistent “unique id”
Many use API#, but a few states assign their own (e.g NDIC)

7

Can look at concentric circles
Can look at any shape
Can look in a straight line

2+ negative
deviations

Extract
all numbers
Most data
is in Cobol format and requires a copybook
from each page

Extract (scrape) all
numbers from each page

Measured depth of the deepest well on the producing entity
True vertical depth of the deepest well on the producing entity
Measured depth to the top of the shallowest producing interval in the entity
Measured depth to the bottom of the deepest producing interval in the entity

X coordinate for node with respect to the point of origin of specified map projection
Y coordinate for node location with respect to point of origin of specified map projection
Unique identifier for map (northing and easting) coordinate system
Code identifying general type of projection this map grid system

1. Look for type (font) that’s written in a color
Compare to a database of know log “labels”

Scrape, then interpret the results

Company that owns and operates the drilling rig
Information about participants in the well

Geographic coordinates for the well location
UTM location of the well
Location that is relative to an established landmark
Coordinate values projected to the surface of the Earth

Well Logs (Paper)

California Oil, Gas & Geothermal Resources

Date of first production from the producing entity
Date of last production from the producing entity
Date the producing entity first produced oil
Date the producing entity first produced gas
Date the producing entity first produced water
Date the injection process began on the producing entity
Date the injection process was stopped on the producing entity
Date data was last changed/added for entity
Date the current status was reported
Amount of time between the first and last production dates

Information pertaining to the ownership of a specific well
Participant in the well
Percentage of interest owned by participant
Type of interest participant has under terms of lease

Digital Casing Inspection Log

Digital Cement Log

North Dakota Digital Logs

Oil and Gas Records

API

Competitive advantage comes from looking for the non-obvious...
Vendor reports are given to all companies in same format
Having easy access to items outside standard reports is important

Type of producing entity (e.g., field, well, unit, reservoir, etc.)
Name of production reporting entity
Production zone
Organizations that operated producing entity
Legal or common given name of the field, assigned by state and federal agencies
Code identifying any other name the field is known by
Unitized collection of producing entities that this entity belongs to
Full name of the entity and number assigned to the lease by the regulatory agency
Amount of property included in the lease
Distinct geographical area with similar geologic features for the entity
Products derived from the producing entity

Well Unit Plats

Number of injection wells on the entity
Total number of producing and injection wells on the entity
Number of oil and gas wells on the entity
Number of injection wells on the entity
Total number of producing and injection wells on the entity

Date of the XML data set output
Count of producing entities in data set
XML schema version
Data regions for Well and Production data

BOTTOM_HOLE

PRESSURE

PRESSURES

PRESSURES

FLOW

RESERVOIR

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

HEADER

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

ABSOLUTE_OPEN_FLOW HEADER

PRESSURES

SHUTIN

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

HEADER

PRESSURES

SHUTIN

TUBING

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

HEADER

PRESSURES

FLOWING
TUBINGgraphs available at IHSE
Only 5 simple

IP_PT_BASE

PRESSURE

BOTTOM_HOLE

PRESSURES

WELLHEAD and many/most of them are empty

MEDIA

HEADER

PRESSURE

PRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

PRESSURE

PRODUCTION

YEAR

MONTH

PRODUCTION

YEAR

Outputs show option,
even if there is no data
PRESSURE

MONTH

DAY

PRODUCTION_TESTS TEST

PRESSURES

CASING

PRODUCTION_TESTS TEST

PRESSURES

FINAL_SHUT_IN

PRODUCTION_TESTS TEST

PRESSURES

FLOWING_TUBE

PRODUCTION_TESTS TEST

BOTTOM_HOLE

PRESSURE

STRING

HEADER

PRESSURE

TEST_HEADER

PRESSURES

BOTTOM_HOLE

TEST_HEADER

PRESSURES

CASING

TEST_HEADER

PRESSURES

FLOWING

FINAL

TEST_HEADER

PRESSURES

SHUTIN

FINAL

TEST_HEADER

PRESSURES

SHUTIN

INITIAL
INITIAL

TEST_HEADER

PRESSURES

FLOWING

TEST_HEADER

PRESSURES

UNSPECIFIED

TREATMENT

PRESSURES

BREAKDOWN

TREATMENT

PRESSURES

INSTANTANEOUS

PRESSURE

TREATMENT

SHUTIN_PRESSURE

TREATMENT

PRESSURES

TREATMENT

WELL_TESTS

DRILL_STEM

PERIOD

PRESSURES

SHUTIN

FINAL

WELL_TESTS

DRILL_STEM

PERIOD

PRESSURES

FLOWING

FINAL

WELL_TESTS

DRILL_STEM

PERIOD

PRESSURES

HYDROSTATIC FINAL

WELL_TESTS

DRILL_STEM
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